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An Appeal Not To Steal 
 

I love hearing stories about people sharing my materials.  If you’d like 
to share this program with a friend, please direct them to: 

 
 www.BayTreeBlog.com 

 
where they can purchase a copy for themselves. 

 
Thank you! 

 

-A.M.  
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Welcome 
 

 
 
 

Dear Colleague,  
 

Thank you for purchasing the Phonemic Awareness Skills for Success: A CVC Blending 
Program.  

  
With these materials, you will be able to more easily provide quality phonemic awareness 
blending instruction for CVC words (simple three sound words, with a consonant-vowel-
consonant structure).   Your students can become more capable readers and spellers.   
 
When students come to my educational therapy practice, they’re seeing me because 
something isn’t working for them in the classroom.  And they know it.  I love starting with 
phonemic awareness, since children often master these skills very quickly.  Suddenly, they 
have evidence that they can succeed with literacy.  This boost of self-confidence helps 
them persevere.  I hope your students will also enjoy the thrill of mastery! 
 
Please use my website (www.baytreeblog.com) as a resource for additional tips, free 
downloadable extensions (like blending boards), and instructional videos.  I’d also love to 
hear how you personalize and adapt this program to your students’ needs.  If you know of 
any colleagues who’d also benefit from these materials, please do refer them to the blog.    
 
I am thrilled to share these phonemic awareness activities with you.  Literacy is one of the 
greatest gifts we can give to children, and phonemic awareness is the foundation for a 
lifetime of learning. 

 
Thank you for helping kids develop the skills they need to become life-long learners. 
 
Warmly, 
 

 
 
~Anne-Marie Morey 
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The 3 Myths of Phonemic Awareness Instruction  
 
 
 
MYTH #1 :  Phonemic awareness and phonics are the same thing.   

 
TRUTH: Phonemic awareness and phonics are different concepts.  It’s not always clear 
what people mean when they use the term “phonemic awareness.”  Here’s what 
phonemic awareness instruction is and isn’t: 

 
• Phonemic awareness is the ability to hear, identify, and manipulate the individual 

phonemes (sounds) within words.  Phonemic awareness is a subcategory of 
phonological awareness.  (Phonological awareness is a broader auditory skill 
related to words, syllables, and rimes (Yopp, 1992)).  

• Phonemic awareness isn’t phonics. In fact, it’s a precursor to phonics 
skills.  Phonemic awareness relates to only the sounds in words, while phonics 
teaches the predictable relationship between phonemes and graphemes (letters).   

• Once phonemic skills are in place, then teach phonics.  
 
MYTH #2 :  Phonemic awareness instruction is time-intensive.   

 
TRUTH:  Research shows that interventions can be brief and effective. 

 
• Brief intervention leads to success in reading and spelling (NICHD, 2000).   
• Typical kids benefit from 5-18 hours of instruction (NICHD, 2000).  Children with 

disabilities often benefit from greater instructional intensity.  
• Just ten minutes a day can be beneficial.  
• Typical intervention programs usually last for 7 to 12 weeks with 3 to 5 fifteen-to 

thirty-minute sessions of instruction per week (Schuele & Boudreau, 2008). 
 

MYTH #3:  Mastering phonemic awareness requires learning many sub-skills. 
 

TRUTH:  Less is more.  Phonemic awareness instruction is most effective when the 
scope of instruction is limited to only a few types of phoneme manipulation. 

 
• Blending and segmenting are the most important skills to target (Blackman, 1994; 

NICHD, 2000).   
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Getting Started  

 

 
Overview 
These five ready-to-use activities are designed to help your student(s) build phonemic 
awareness skills.   
 
Age/Grade 
Older students who are struggling to read may have poor phonemic awareness skills.  Children 
between the ages of 8-12 who are not decoding accurately or spelling phonetically can benefit.  
 
For younger students, this resource is correlated with Common Core Standards for Grade One: 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RF.1.2.b 
“Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including 
consonant blends.” 

 
Prerequisite Skills 
Make sure your student(s) can: 

1. Segment words into syllables (e.g. Say cupcake without cup). 
2. Rhyme (e.g. Do cat and hat rhyme? Tell me a word that rhymes with tip.).  
3. Identify first and final phonemes (e.g. What sound do you hear first in fish?). 
4. Blend and segment onsets and rimes (e.g. What word do these sounds make /c/ /at/?)  

 
Organization  
This program includes five separate activities, each with multiple levels of difficulty. You can 
use all of the activities or just a few.   

1. Blend and Point is the easiest activity and perfect for students who are new to working 
with CVC words.  This activity is scaffolded into two levels: continuous sounds and stop 
sounds.   

2. Blend and Say is a bit more difficult because it requires the student to say the word.  
This activity is scaffolded into two levels: continuous sounds and stop sounds.   

3. Blend and Read is the most challenging activity, since it requires kids to coordinate their 
phonemic awareness skills with phonics. 

4. Blending BINGO is a fun game that can be played at any time.   
5. The Guessing Game can also be played at any time. 

 
Getting Started 
Start by choosing an activity that looks like a good fit for your student(s).  Introduce the activity, 
model the skill, and provide guided feedback.  Depending on the students’ responses, 
determine if you need to move on to an easier or more challenging activity.   
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Getting Started, continued 

 
 

 
Generally, here’s what I look for: 
  

• Too easy.  If the child answers 80-90% or more of the questions correctly, the task is 
probably too easy.  Celebrate!  Move on.  Consider a harder activity in this program or 
move up to four-sound words (CCVC/CVCC).   

• Just right.  The child answers 40-70% of the questions correctly.  Set a goal (e.g. 80% 
accuracy), and return to this activity regularly until the child achieves his/her goal.   

• Too hard.  If the child only answers one or two questions correctly, consider using an 
easier activity in this packet.  Otherwise, try using CV/VC activities with just two 
phonemes or use onsets and rimes.    

 
Time commitment  
Current research on phonemic awareness suggests the following guidelines:   

1. Provide regular instruction.  Schedule 3-5 sessions a week (Schuele & Boudreau, 2008).  
2. Provide 5-20 hours of instruction in total for typical learners (NICHHD, 2000) 
3. Schedule instruction over 5-12 weeks (Schuele & Boudreau, 2008).  
4. Spend about 15-30 minutes per session (Schuele & Boudreau, 2008).   

 
Children with language impairments or who are struggling to acquire basic literacy skills will 
benefit from greater intensity of instruction.  Plan to provide instruction more often, over a 
longer period of time.   
 
Saying Phonemes 
Try to say your phonemes crisply and clearly.  One common mistake is to add a schwa sound 
after a consonant.   For example, many people say /bu/ instead of /b/. Imagine cutting off the 
phoneme as it leaves your mouth, so you don’t add any schwa sounds.  It is often easier to 
produce continuous sounds.   
 
Continuous vs. Stop  
Continuous sounds seem to be easier to blend together (Treiman & Baron, 1981).  Continuous 
sounds can be dragged out like /mmm/ or /sss/. The first two activities, Blend and Point and 
Blend and Say, are scaffolded into two levels.  The first level features continuous sounds that 
are easier to blend.  The second level features stop sounds that are bit trickier.       
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A Note About Progress Monitoring 
 
 
 
 

Why should I track student progress? 
 
Regularly measuring student progress makes success tangible.  I don’t know any better way 
to motivate and encourage students than to show them what a great job they’re 
doing.  Progress monitoring gives students concrete data to prove that their hard work is 
paying off! 
 
Progress monitoring is also a good way for teachers to see the results of their hard 
work.  Tracking progress is an important part of making sure instruction remains 
effective.  Progress monitoring has the power to make all of us better teachers.   
 
These goals and assessments can also be included in the student’s IEP.   
 
How To Track Results  
 
This program is designed to be administered in bursts of 10 questions at a given level.  As 
students respond, correct answers are recorded using the Progress Monitoring 
Pages.  Equipped with this information, teachers can:   

• Set short-term, achievable goals 
• Adjust the difficulty of instruction, and  
• Provide relevant corrections and praise based on the student’s patterns of response.  

 
For each activity in this program, set an accuracy percentage goal that seems reasonable 
for your student.  I usually choose 80-90%.   
 
After each repetition of an activity, use the graph on the associated Progress Monitoring 
page to track your student’s progress.  You can connect the data entries with a line to show 
trending. 
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Blend And Point , Overview 
 
 
 

Student Objectives 
Students will blend together phonemes to produce the target word.  They will then point to 
the corresponding image.   
 
Activity Summary  
STEP 1 
Introduce 

Explain what the student will be doing in this activity. 
You could say, “I want you to imagine that you’re a spy!  I’m going to send 
you a secret message, and I want you to figure out what I’m saying.  I’ll say a 
word one sound at a time.  Then you’ll put those sounds together to discover 
the word.  Then point to the picture that matches that word you 
identified.  The fancy word teachers use for this skill is ‘blending.’” 
 

STEP 2 
Model 

Show the student how to listen to three phonemes, combine them to 
form a word, and then point to the word. 
You could say, “Ok, let’s do some spy training.  Listen carefully to my 
example.  /m/ /a/ /p/.  I heard the word map.  Now I’m going to circle the map 
picture <circle map picture>.”  
 

STEP 3 
Guided 
Practice 

Help the student complete the modeled task.  Offer corrections as 
necessary. 
You could say, “Now, you try.  Point to the word that you hear: /f/ /a/ 
/n/.”  (Elicit: <point to fan>.) 
 
Correct:  “That’s right!  The sounds /f/ /a/ /n/ say fan.” 
Miscue:  “That’s not quite right.  Let’s do it together.  Listen carefully: /f/ /a/ 
/n/ says fan!  Now you try.  /f/ /a/ /n/.”  
 

STEP 4 
Practice 

Continue to the next prompt, and complete the ten-word set. 
You could say, “Now, you try by yourself.  What word do these sounds 
make?” etc. 
 
(!) For each prompt, be sure the student provides the correct answer, even if 
you’re modeling it for them. 
 

How can I make this activity more accessible to struggling readers? 
For younger or more challenged students, you can try starting with only continuous 
sounds.  These sounds are easier to blend together. Continuous sounds are those that are 
easier to “stretch out” like the short vowels, /mmm/ or /fff/.  For children with articulation 
concerns, you may want to avoid letters that can be difficult to pronounce, like the liquid 
consonants, /l/ and /r/.   You can also provide scaffolding through visual supports, like the 
blending board included in the Blend And Say activity. 
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Blend And Point , Progress Monitoring 
 
 
 
 

GOAL 
 
When _________________ is asked to listen to three STOP/CONTINUOUS 

       (student name)                               (circle one) 
phonemes, blend the sounds into a word, and point to the corresponding image, the 
 
child will perform the task with  ___% or greater accuracy on three consecutive trials. 

   (goal percentage) 
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Blend And Point , Word Lists 
 
 

 
Continuous Sound Words 
 
Be careful not to add extra schwa sounds; your students will be confused.  For example, the 
letter P should be pronounced /p/ not /pu/, otherwise students will try to say /p/ /u/ /i/ /t/ 
instead of /p/ /i/ /t/.  
 

!
Word List, 
Activity 1a and 1b 
 
1. Map - /m/ /a/ /p/ 
2. Well - /w/ /e/ /l/ 
3. Man /m/ /a/ /n/ 
4. Sub - /s/ /u/ /b/ 
5. Mad - /m/ /a/ /d/ 
 
6. Rug - /r/ /u/ /g/ 
7. Web - /w/ /e/ /b/ 
8. Shell - /sh/ /e/ /l/ 
9. Van - /v/ /a/ /n/ 
10. Sun - /s/ /u/ /n/ 
 
 
 

Word List, 
Activity 4a and 4b 
 
1. Mug - /m/ /u/ /g/ 
2. Sub - /s/ /u/ /b/ 
3. Ram - /r/ /a/ /m/ 
4. Map - /m/ /a/ /p/ 
5. Mop - /m/ /o/ /p/ 
 
6. Sun - /s/ /u/ /n/ 
7. Leg - /l/ /e/ /g/ 
8. Well - /w/ /e/ /l/ 
9. Man /m/ /a/ /n/ 
10. Hat - /h/ /a/ /t/ 
 

Word List, 
Activity 2a and 2b 
 
1.Mug - /m/ /u/ /g/ 
2. Hut - /h/ /u/ /t/ 
3. Fin - /f/ /i/ /n/ 
4. Hat - /h/ /a/ /t/ 
5. Fish - /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
 
6. Log - /l/ /o/ /g/ 
7. Sit - /s/ /i/ /t/ 
8. Mom - /m/ /o/ /m/ 
9. Net - /n/ /e/ /t/ 
10. Yak - /y/ /a/ /k/ 
 
 
 

Word List, 
Activity 5a and 5b 
 
1. Rug - /r/ /u/ /g/ 
2. Net - /n/ /e/ /t/ 
3. Rat - /r/ /a/ /t/ 
4. Shell - /sh/ /e/ /l/ 
5. Fish - /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
 
6. Fin - /f/ /i/ /n/ 
7. Sit - /s/ /i/ /t/ 
8. Log - /l/ /o/ /g/ 
9. Yak - /y/ /a/ /k/ 
10. Web - /w/ /e/ /b/ 
 

Word List, 
Activity 3a and 3b 
 
1. Rat - /r/ /a/ /t/ 
2. Leg - /l/ /e/ /g/ 
3. Mop - /m/ /o/ /p/ 
4. Ram - /r/ /a/ /m/ 
5. Fan - /f/ /a/ /n/ 
 
6. Mad - /m/ /a/ /d/ 
7. Mom - /m/ /o/ /m/ 
8. Fan - /f/ /a/ /n/ 
9. Van - /v/ /a/ /n/ 
10. Hut - /h/ /u/ /t/ 
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Blend And Point , Word Lists, continued 
 
 
 

Stop Sound Words 
!
Word List, 
Activity 6a and 6b 
 
1. Can - /c/ a/ /n/ 
2. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
3. Doll - /d/ /o/ /l/ 
4. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
5. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
 
6. Bell - /b/ /e/ /l/ 
7. Bug - /b/ /u/ /g/ 
8. Bat - /b/ /a/ /t/ 
9. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
10. Cat - /c/ /a/ /t/ 
 
 
 

Word List, 
Activity 9a and 9b 
 
1. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
2. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
3. Bug - /b/ /u/ /g/ 
4. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
5. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
 
6. Kiss - /k/ /i/ /s/ 
7. Bell - /b/ /e/ /l/ 
8. Bag - /b/ /a/ /g/ 
9. Can - /c/ a/ /n/ 
10. Doll - /d/ /o/ /l/ 
 

Word List, 
Activity 7a and 7b 
 
1. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
2. Bag - /b/ /a/ /g/ 
3. Pig - /p/ /i/ /g/ 
4. Pen - /p/ /e/ /n/ 
5. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
 
6. Bun - /b/ /u/ /n/ 
7. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
8. Top - /t/ /o/ /p/ 
9. Bib - /b/ /i/ /b/ 
10. Jam - /j/ /a/ /m/ 
 
 
 

Word List, 
Activity 10a and 10b 
 
1. Bun - /b/ /u/ /n/ 
2. Bib - /b/ /i/ /b/ 
3. Top - /t/ /o/ /p/ 
4. Pig - /p/ /i/ /g/ 
5. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
 
6. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
7. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
8. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
9. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
10. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 

Word List, 
Activity 8a and 8b 
 
1. Kiss - /k/ /i/ /s/ 
2. Pin - /p/ /i/ /n/ 
3. Pen - /p/ /e/ /n/ 
4. Cat - /c/ /a/ /t/ 
5. Jam - /j/ /a/ /m/ 
 
6. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
7. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
8. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
9. Bat - /b/ /a/ /t/ 
10. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
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Blend And Point , Activity 1a!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 1b 
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Blend And Point , Activity 2a 
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Blend And Point , Activity 2b 
 
 
 
 
!
!
!
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 3a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 3b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 4a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 4b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 5a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 5b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 6a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 6b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 7a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 7b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 8a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 8b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 9a 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 9b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 10a 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Point , Activity 10b 
 
 
! !
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Blend And Say, Overview 
 
 

Student Objectives 
Students will blend together phonemes and pronounce the word. 
 
Activity Summary 
STEP 1 
Introduce 

Explain what the student will be doing in this activity. 
You could say, “Today, I’m going to bring out my puppet.  The puppet is 
going to say one sound at a time.  I want you to squish all those sounds 
together and tell me what word the puppet is trying to say.” 
 

STEP 2 
Model   

Show the student how to listen to three phonemes, combine them to 
form a word, and then say the word. 
You could say, “Listen carefully to my example.  /d/ /o/ /g/  I heard the word 
dog.  Now I’m going to say, ‘/d/ /o/ /g/ says dog.’”   
 
I recommend using sections of a blending board, like the one included in this 
activity, and manipulatives to represent the phonemes.  Move one 
manipulative at a time for each phoneme.   
 

STEP 3 
Guided 
Practice 

Help the student complete the modeled task.  Offer corrections as 
necessary. 
You could say, “Now, you try.  Repeat the sounds and then say the word 
that you hear: /p/ /i/ /n/.”  (Elicit: “/p/ /i/ /n/ says pin.”)  
 
Correct:  “That’s right!  The sounds /p/ /i/ /n/ say pin.” 
Miscue:  “That’s not quite right.  Let’s do it together.  Listen carefully: /p/ /i/ 
/n/  says pin!  Now you try.  /p/ /i/ /n/.” 
 

STEP 4 
Practice 

Continue to the next prompt, and complete the ten-word set. 
You could say, “Now, you try by yourself.  What word do these sounds 
make?” etc. 
 
(!) For each prompt, be sure the student provides the correct answer, even if 
you’re modeling it for them. 

  

 
How can I make this activity more accessible to struggling readers? 
One of the best ways to scaffold phonemic awareness instruction is to use blending boards 
and manipulatives (blocks, beans, poker chips).  The blending board is broken into three 
sections -- the head, the torso, and the tail. Each section of the animal represents the initial, 
medial, and final phoneme.  Tell students to place out a manipulative for each sound they 
hear.  They can then blend the sounds together by touching each of the manipulatives in the 
sequence they heard them. 
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Blend And Say, Adaptions 
 

 
 

How can I make this activity more interesting?!
!
Hand Puppets!
A hand puppet is a delightful tool for the classroom.  Make sure that the 
puppet’s mouth can open, so you move the puppet’s mouth as you say 
the phonemes.  This cute little guy comes from the Puppet Company and 
can be purchased for around $20.  !
!
!

Blending Boards and Manipulatives 
Blending boards make the abstract concept of blending more 
concrete.  I love using the Iwako puzzle erasers. Students pick out 
which erasers they’d like to use for the day.  You can buy these 
from Amazon.com.  You might also try your local toy shop or 
stationery store. !
!

!
!
Whisper Phones 
Students can repeat the phonemes into the whisper phone and 
they’ll hear themselves better.  This is a great tool for kids who 
have a hard time blocking out auditory distractions.  You can buy 
these from Amazon.com or your local teacher supply store.   !

!
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Blend And Say, Progress Monitoring!
 
 

 
GOAL 
 
When _________________ is asked to listen to three STOP/CONTINUOUS 
                    (student name)                                                                              (circle one) 
phonemes, blend the sounds into a word, and pronounce the word, the 
 
child will perform the task with  ___% or greater accuracy on three consecutive trials. 

                                              (goal percentage) 
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Blend And Say, Word Lists 
 

 
 
Be careful not to add extra schwa sounds; your student(s) will be confused.  For example, the 
letter P should be pronounced /p/ not /pu/, otherwise students will try to say /p/ /u/ /i/ /t/ 
instead of /p/ /i/ /t/. 
 
 
Continuous Sound Words 
 

Word List 1 
1. Hill - /h/ /i/ /l/ 
2. Knot - /n/ /o/ /t/ 
3. Miss - /m/ /i/ /s/ 
4. Sock - /s/ /o/ /c/ 
5. Mall - /m/ /a/ /l/ 
6. Lid - /l/ /i/ /d/ 
7. Zap - /z/ /a/ /p/ 
8. Fall - /f/ /a/ /l/ 
9. Vet - /v/ /e/ /t/ 
10. Sip - /s/ /i/ /p/ 
 
 

Word List 4 
1. Miss - /m/ /i/ /s/ 
2. Vet - /v/ /e/ /t/ 
3. Fall - /f/ /a/ /l/ 
4. Mud - /m/ /u/ /d/ 
5. Mall - /m/ /a/ /l/ 
6. Knot - /n/ /o/ /t/ 
7. Sad - /s/ /a/ /d/ 
8. Zip - /z/ /i/ /p/ 
9. Ham - /h/ /a/ /m/ 
10. Sick - /s/ /i/ /c/ 
 

Word List 2 
1. Nab - /n/ /a/ /b/ 
2. Wall - /w/ /a/ /l/ 
3. Yell - /y/ /e/ /l/ 
4. Zip - /z/ /i/ /p/ 
5. Sad - /s/ /a/ /d/ 
6. Fig - /f/ /i/ /g/ 
7. Mat - /m/ /a/ /t/ 
8. Nod - /n/ /o/ /d/ 
9. Win - /w/ /i/ /n/ 
10. Fun - /f/ /u/ /n/ 
 
 

Word List 5 
1. Sip - /s/ /i/ /p/ 
2. Fib - /f/ /i/ /b/ 
3. Nod - /n/ /o/ /d/ 
4. Yell - /y/ /e/ /l/ 
5. Wall - /w/ /a/ /l/ 
6. Hip - /h/ /i/ /p/ 
7. Fun - /f/ /u/ /n/ 
8. Zap - /z/ /a/ /p/ 
9. Fig - /f/ /i/ /g/ 
10. Lid - /l/ /i/ /d/ 
 
 

Word List 3 
1. Fib - /f/ /i/ /b/ 
2. Ham - /h/ /a/ /m/ 
3. Sick - /s/ /i/ /c/ 
4. Hip - /h/ /i/ /p/ 
5. Mud - /m/ /u/ /d/ 
6. Nab - /n/ /a/ /b/ 
7. Mat - /m/ /a/ /t/ 
8. Hill - /h/ /i/ /l/ 
9. Win - /w/ /i/ /n/ 
10. Sock - /s/ /o/ /c/ 
 

!
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Blend And Say, Word Lists, continued 
 

 
 
Stop Sound Words 
 

Word List 1 
1. Tag - /t/ /a/ /g/ 
2. Cab - /c/ /a/ /b/ 
3. Big - /b/ /i/ /g/ 
4. Tan - /t/ /a/ /n/ 
5. Duck - /d/ /u/ /c/ 
6. Deck - /d/ /e/ /c/ 
7. Pad - /p/ /a/ /d/ 
8. Beg - /b/ /e/ /g/ 
9. Gap - /g/ /a/ /p/ 
10. Back - /b/ /a/ /c/ 
 
 

Word List 4 
1. Big - /b/ /i/ /g/ 
2. Cut - /c/ /u/ /t/ 
3. Gap - /g/ /a/ /p/ 
4. Kid - /k/ /i/ /d/ 
5. Tag - /t/ /a/ /g/ 
6. Ball - /b/ /a/ /l/ 
7. Back - /b/ /a/ /c/ 
8. Bad - /b/ /a/ /d/ 
9. Cab - /c/ /a/ /b/ 
10. Dock - /d/ /o/ /c/ 
 

Word List 2 
1. Cut - /c/ /u/ /t/ 
2. Pup - /p/ /u/ /p/ 
3. Tap - /t/ /a/ /p/ 
4. Dad - /d/ /a/ /d/ 
5. Dock - /d/ /o/ /c/ 
6. Kick - /k/ /i/ /c/ 
7. Kid - /k/ /i/ /d/ 
8. Ball - /b/ /a/ /l/ 
9. Bad - /b/ /a/ /d/ 
10. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
 
 

Word List 5 
1. Cup - /c/ /u/ /p/ 
2. Tin - /t/ /i/ /n/ 
3. Pet - /p/ /e/ /t/ 
4. Cub - /c/ /u/ /b/ 
5. Deck - /d/ /e/ /c/ 
6. Tap - /t/ /a/ /p/ 
7. Duck - /d/ /u/ /c/ 
8. Pad - /p/ /a/ /d/ 
9. Tall - /t/ /a/ /l/ 
10. Pup - /p/ /u/ /p/ 

Word List 3 
1. Cub - /c/ /u/ /b/ 
2. Cup - /c/ /u/ /p/ 
3. Tall - /t/ /a/ /l/ 
4. Tin - /t/ /i/ /n/ 
5. Pet - /p/ /e/ /t/ 
6. Kick - /k/ /i/ /c/ 
7. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
8. Beg - /b/ /e/ /g/ 
9. Tan - /t/ /a/ /n/ 
10. Dad - /d/ /a/ /d/ 
 

!
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Blend And Say, Blending Board 
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Blend And Read: The Big Race, Overview 
 

 
 
 

Student Objectives 
Students will apply their blending skills to reading CVC words with short vowels.  
 
Before you Begin 
We want kids to generalize the skills they’re learning with phonemic awareness to real-world 
reading. This activity can help you show students how to take their blending skills to read 
real words.  Depending on the phonics or decoding instruction you’re providing, many kids 
will benefit from a bit of phonics review.  If there are any sound-symbol correspondences 
that your students are shaky on, review those first (e.g. what sound does “a” make?) 
 
Activity Summary 
STEP 1 
Introduce 

Explain what the student will be doing in this activity. 
You could say, “I want you to imagine that we’re on a race track with cars 
zooming past us.  Today, you’re going to drive your own car and whiz 
through some reading!  We’re going to use blending skills to read real words 
on the race track!” 
 

STEP 2 
Model 

Show the student how say the sound of each grapheme as she traces 
the path from the beginning of the word to the end of the word.  Then 
demonstrate how to connect the word to its corresponding image. 
You could say, “Watch me.”  Put your toy car underneath the first letter, and 
move it forward as you say the corresponding phonemes, “/c/ /a/ /t/ says 
cat!  I heard the word cat.  Now I’m going to connect the word cat to the cat 
picture.” Trace the path between the end of the word and the matching 
picture with your finger, a toy car, or a pencil. 
 

STEP 3 
Guided 
Practice 

Help the student complete the modeled task.  Offer corrections as 
necessary. 
You could say, “Now you try.  Say the sounds as you drive along the 
road.”  (If the word was bat, elicit: “/b/ /a/ /t/ says bat.”)  
 
Correct:  “That’s right!  The sounds /b/ /a/ /t/ say bat.” 
Miscue:  “That’s not quite right.  Let’s do it together.  Listen carefully: <as 
you trace> /b/ /a/ /t/ says bat!  Now you try.” (Elicit: “/b/ /a/ /t/ says bat.”) 
 
Then, “Now connect the word bat to the bat picture.” 
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Blend And Read: The Big Race,  Overview, continued!
 
 
 
 

STEP 4 
Practice 

Continue to the next word.  Student works independently.  Provide 
immediate corrective feedback. 
If the student miscues, you could say something like, “Actually, the letter “o” 
says /o/ like in the word octopus. Whiz through that one again!”  
 
Always making sure that the student reads the word accurately, even if you 
have to model it for them. 
 

STEP 5 
Generalize  

Make sure your students know when they can use this strategy.   
You could ask questions like, “When could we use this sounding out and 
blending strategy?  What if you come to a letter and you don’t remember 
what sound it makes? Would you like to read me all of your words?   

 
Teaching Tips  
I highly recommend using a toy car.  Roll the toy car underneath each grapheme as you 
pronounce the corresponding phoneme.  Students love this activity and enjoy practicing 
again and again!   
 
If you laminate the worksheets, students can use Wikki Stix to connect the words with the 
pictures. 
!
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Blend And Read, Progress Monitoring 
 
 
 

GOAL 
 
When _________________ is asked to read three graphemes, blend the sounds into a  
               (student name)                      
word, and draw a line to the corresponding image, the child will perform the task  
 
with ___% or greater accuracy on three consecutive trials.  
(goal percentage) 

 
 
 
!
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Blend And Read, Activity 1 
 
 
!
!
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Blend And Read, Activity 2 
 
!
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Blend And Read, Activity  3 
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Blend And Read, Activity 4 
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Blend And Read, Activity 5 
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Blend And Read, Activity 6 
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Blend And Read, Activity 7 
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Blend And Read, Activity 8 
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Blend And Read, Activity 9 
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Blend And Read, Activity 10 
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Blending BINGO, Overview 

 
 

Student Objectives 
Students will blend phonemes into words and match the words with corresponding images.  
 
Set Up 
Hand out one bingo card to each student.  Students will also need a highlighter, plastic 
chips, or beans to cover their words.  If only one student is playing, the adult may also want 
to play to make the game more exciting. 
 
Activity Summary 
STEP 1 
Introduce  

Explain what the student(s) will be doing in this activity. 
You could say, “Today, we’re going to play one of my all-time favorite games 
-- BINGO!  We’ll use our blending skills to play this game.  I’m going to say a 
word, one sound at a time, and you get to figure out what the word is.   If you 
have a picture of that word on your board, then you get to cover it up.  Once 
you get five pictures in a row covered up, you’ve won!” 
 

STEP 2 
Model 

Show the student(s) how to listen to three phonemes, combine them to 
form a word, and then say the word. 
You could say, “Listen carefully to my example.  /s/ /u/ /n/  I heard the word 
sun.  Now I’m going to say, ‘/s/ /u/ /n/ says sun.’”   
 

STEP 3 
Guided 
Practice 

Help the student(s) complete the modeled task.  Offer corrections as 
necessary. 
You could say, “Now, you try.  Repeat the sounds and then say the word that 
you hear: /s/ /u/ /n/.”  (Elicit: “/s/ /u/ /n/ says sun.”)  
 
Correct:  “That’s right!  The sounds /s/ /u/ /n/ says sun.” 
Miscue:  “That’s not quite right.  Let’s do it together.  Listen carefully: /s/ /u/ 
/n/ says sun!  Now you try.  /s/ /u/ /n/.” 
 
Then, “Do you see a picture of a sun on your bingo card?  Place a marker on 
the sun.  This is our free square.”    
 

STEP 4 
Practice 

Continue to the next word on the word list until someone wins. 
You could say, “The winner is the first player to get five markers in a 
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal line.  The next word is...” etc.   
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Blending BINGO, Word Lists 
 
 
 
 

Use the word lists below to call words as you play Blending BINGO.  Multiple lists are 
provided if you play this game more than once with the same student or group of students. 
 

Word List 1 
1. Mad - /m/ /a/ /d/ 
2. Van - /v/ /a/ /n/ 
3. Rug - /r/ /u/ /g/ 
4. Shell - /sh/ /e/ /l/ 
5. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
6. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
7. Hut - /h/ /u/ /t/ 
8. Mug - /m/ /u/ /g/ 
9. Bib - /b/ /i/ /b/ 
10. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
11. Doll - /d/ /o/ /l/ 
12. Sun - /s/ /u/ /n/ 
13. Pen - /p/ /e/ /n/ 
14. Map - /m/ /a/ /p/ 
15. Top - /t/ /o/ /p/ 
16. Fish - /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
17. Well - /w/ /e/ /l/ 
18. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
19. Net - /n/ /e/ /t/ 
20. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
21. Bug - /b/ /u/ /g/ 
22. Fan - /f/ /a/ /n/ 
23. Hat - /h/ /a/ /t/ 
24. Kiss - /k/ /i/ /s/ 
25. Ram - /r/ /a/ /m/ 
26. Bat - /b/ /a/ /t/ 
27. Bun - /b/ /u/ /n/ 
28. Jam - /j/ /a/ /m/ 
29. Can - /c/ a/ /n/ 
30. Cat - /c/ /a/ /t/ 
31. Yak - /y/ /a/ /k/ 
32. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
33. Rat - /r/ /a/ /t/ 
34. Bell - /b/ /e/ /l/ 
35. Log - /l/ /o/ /g/ 
36. Fin - /f/ /i/ /n/ 
37. Pin - /p/ /i/ /n/ 
38. Pig - /p/ /i/ /g/ 
39. Mom - /m/ /o/ /m/ 
40. Sub - /s/ /u/ /b/ 
41. Man /m/ /a/ /n/ 
42. Mop - /m/ /o/ /p/ 
43. Leg - /l/ /e/ /g/ 
44. Web - /w/ /e/ /b/ 
45. Sit - /s/ /i/ /t/ 
46. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
47. Bag - /b/ /a/ /g/ 

Word List 2 
1. Top - /t/ /o/ /p/ 
2. Sub - /s/ /u/ /b/ 
3. Ram - /r/ /a/ /m/ 
4. Well - /w/ /e/ /l/ 
5. Hut - /h/ /u/ /t/ 
6. Bag - /b/ /a/ /g/ 
7. Man /m/ /a/ /n/ 
8. Rug - /r/ /u/ /g/ 
9. Map - /m/ /a/ /p/ 
10. Bun - /b/ /u/ /n/ 
11. Sit - /s/ /i/ /t/ 
12. Shell - /sh/ /e/ /l/ 
13. Bib - /b/ /i/ /b/ 
14. Rat - /r/ /a/ /t/ 
15. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
16. Kiss - /k/ /i/ /s/ 
17. Mom - /m/ /o/ /m/ 
18. Mug - /m/ /u/ /g/ 
19. Net - /n/ /e/ /t/ 
20. Mad - /m/ /a/ /d/ 
21. Hat - /h/ /a/ /t/ 
22. Bat - /b/ /a/ /t/ 
23. Doll - /d/ /o/ /l/ 
24. Log - /l/ /o/ /g/ 
25. Can - /c/ a/ /n/ 
26. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
27. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
28. Web - /w/ /e/ /b/ 
29. Bell - /b/ /e/ /l/ 
30. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
31. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
32. Bug - /b/ /u/ /g/ 
33. Leg - /l/ /e/ /g/ 
34. Yak - /y/ /a/ /k/ 
35. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
36. Pin - /p/ /i/ /n/ 
37. Fin - /f/ /i/ /n/ 
38. Van - /v/ /a/ /n/ 
39. Mop - /m/ /o/ /p/ 
40. Fish - /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
41. Jam - /j/ /a/ /m/ 
42. Pen - /p/ /e/ /n/ 
43. Fan - /f/ /a/ /n/ 
44. Sun - /s/ /u/ /n/ 
45. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
46. Cat - /c/ /a/ /t/ 
47. Pig - /p/ /i/ /g/ 

Word List 3 
1. Pin - /p/ /i/ /n/ 
2. Van - /v/ /a/ /n/ 
3. Mad - /m/ /a/ /d/ 
4. Bug - /b/ /u/ /g/ 
5. Gum - /g/ /u/ /m/ 
6. Bib - /b/ /i/ /b/ 
7. Mug - /m/ /u/ /g/ 
8. Dog - /d/ /o/ /g/ 
9. Cat - /c/ /a/ /t/ 
10. Kiss - /k/ /i/ /s/ 
11. Jam - /j/ /a/ /m/ 
12. Hat - /h/ /a/ /t/ 
13. Ram - /r/ /a/ /m/ 
14. Bag - /b/ /a/ /g/ 
15. Shell - /sh/ /e/ /l/ 
16. Pan - /p/ /a/ /n/ 
17. Fin - /f/ /i/ /n/ 
18. Well - /w/ /e/ /l/ 
19. Pig - /p/ /i/ /g/ 
20. Bed - /b/ /e/ /d/ 
21. Map - /m/ /a/ /p/ 
22. Net - /n/ /e/ /t/ 
23. Pen - /p/ /e/ /n/ 
24. Leg - /l/ /e/ /g/ 
25. Sub - /s/ /u/ /b/ 
26. Hut - /h/ /u/ /t/ 
27. Web - /w/ /e/ /b/ 
28. Log - /l/ /o/ /g/ 
29. Fan - /f/ /a/ /n/ 
30. Bun - /b/ /u/ /n/ 
31. Mop - /m/ /o/ /p/ 
32. Sit - /s/ /i/ /t/ 
33. Yak - /y/ /a/ /k/ 
34. Sun - /s/ /u/ /n/ 
35. Top - /t/ /o/ /p/ 
36. Can - /c/ a/ /n/ 
37. Mom - /m/ /o/ /m/ 
38. Bell - /b/ /e/ /l/ 
39. Fish - /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
40. Bus - /b/ /u/ /s/ 
41. Ten - /t/ /e/ /n/ 
42. Rat - /r/ /a/ /t/ 
43. Doll - /d/ /o/ /l/ 
44. Bat - /b/ /a/ /t/ 
45. Rug - /r/ /u/ /g/ 
46. Man /m/ /a/ /n/ 
47. Pot - /p/ /o/ /t/ 
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Blending BINGO, Activity Board 1 
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Blending BINGO, Activity Board 2 
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Blending BINGO, Activity Board 3 
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Blending BINGO, Activity Board 4 
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Blending BINGO, Activity Board 5 
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The Guessing Game, Overview 
 
 

Student Objectives  
Students will blend individual phonemes into CVC words. 
 
Set Up 

• Find a “magic bag.” You can use a treasure box, silly hat, or even a paper bag.  
• Print and cut out the images from the Activity Pages. 
• Place the cut out images in the bag. 
• Find objects (e.g. colored blocks) to represent the phonemes.  I recommend using 

the same colored block to represent the same sound.  For example, “bib” would be 
represented by the same-colored block for the first and final sound.   

 
Activity Summary   
STEP 1 
Introduce 

Explain what the student(s) will be doing in this activity. 
You could say, “I’ve hidden some pictures inside my magic bag.  You’re 
going to to use your blending skills to discover the mystery picture!  Blending 
is when we combine small sounds to make a word.” 

STEP 2 
Model  

Show the student how to listen to three phonemes, repeat the sounds 
while moving corresponding manipulatives, and combine the sounds 
aloud to form a word. 
You could say, “I’m going to do the first one.”  Grab the first picture from the 
magic bag, but don’t show the student.  “Listen carefully: /b/ /i/ /b/.”   Now 
repeat those sounds while moving one colored block for each sound.  “/b/ /i/ 
/b/.”   While pointing to the blocks, say the sounds faster and faster.  Then 
say, “Bib!  Let’s see if I was right!”  Uncover the picture and reveal that it was 
the bib!  

STEP 3 
Guided 
Practice 

Help the student(s) complete the modeled task.  Offer corrections as 
necessary. 
You could say, “Now, you try.  Move the blocks for each sound you 
hear.  First listen, /m/ /o/ /p/.  Now say and move the sounds you 
heard.  What word is it?” 
 
Correct:  “That’s right!  The sounds /m/ /o/ /p/ say mop.” 
Miscue:  “That’s not quite right.  Let’s do it together.  Listen carefully: /m/ /o/ 
/p/ says mop!  Now you try.  /m/ /o/ /p/.” 
 
Continue with as many pictures as necessary. 

STEP 4 
Practice 

Continue to the next word in the bag, and provide corrective feedback 
as necessary. Make sure the student says it correctly before moving on. 
If appropriate, you might say, “Actually, the first sound is /m/ like the word 
mountain.”  
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The Guessing Game, Overview, continued 
 
 
 
 
Teacher Tips 

• Encourage the student to use small multi-colored blocks or manipulatives to represent each 
phoneme.  In my office, I use the small Iwako erasers.  This gives students something they 
can touch and move to represent the phonemes.  

• Grab each picture dramatically and name the picture phoneme by phoneme.   
• Say each sound clearly and slowly.  You can over-emphasize your mouth’s position.   
• Provide immediate corrective feedback.   
• If a student really likes this game, you can find everyday real objects around the home or 

office to drop into the magic bag.  For example: fan, knife, leaf, book, doll, cup, jam, bone, 
cone, phone, pan, pad, wheel, bead, nose, lime, rose, soap. 

 
Too difficult? Provide scaffolding. 
Here are three ways to make this activity easier for a struggling student: 

1. Use words with only two sounds e.g. bee, pay, day, bow, hoe, shoe, toe, two, pie, guy, tea, 
ape, itch, ick, edge.  You’ll need to find new pictures.    

2. Break the word into the onset and rime.  Instead of saying /l/ /ea/ /f/ as three separate 
sounds, say it as two chunks, /l/ /eaf/. 

3. Show the student the pictures as you place them into the magic bag.  
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The Guessing Game, Activity 
 
 

(Cut out images below.) 
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Glossary Of Terms 
 
 
 
 

Phoneme 
The smallest unit of sound in spoken language. Interestingly, some phonemes in English are 
represented by more than one grapheme such as /sh/ and /ch/.  
 
Continuous Sound 
A phoneme that can be stretched out.  These are easier to segment and blend then stop 
sounds.   

Examples: /r/ /s/ /a/ /m/ /mmmmmmmmm/  
 
Stop Sound 
A consonant phoneme that ends with the airflow being stopped by the tongue, lips, or vocal 
folds.  This means the phoneme can’t be stretched.   

 Examples:  /p/ /b/ /k/ /t/ 
 
Sound-Symbol Correspondence 
This is not a phonemic awareness skill, but rather a phonics skill.  When children master the 
alphabetic principle, they accurately pair up sounds (phonemes) with their symbols 
(graphemes).  For example, a child knows that the sound /th/ is represented by the symbols 
“th.”  
 
Grapheme 
Graphemes are the written letters that represent phonemes.    
 
CVC 
Abbreviation for Consonant-Vowel-Consonant words when they are spoken.  This is a 
shorthand way of expressing the common spoken word pattern. “Cat” and “dip” are CVC 
words.  So is “catch;” even though there are 5 letters in “catch,” they represent the three 
sounds /k/ /a/ and /ch/.   
 
CVC words (e.g “ten”) and CCV (e.g. tree) words have the same number of sounds, but CCV 
will be more challenging.  
 
Blending 
This is the skill needed for reading.  Blending requires pronouncing each individual phoneme 
and combining these sounds into a word.  

Example:  /b/ /a/ /t/ ! says !  “bat.” 
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Glossary Of Terms, continued 

 
 
 

 
 
Segmenting 
This is the skill needed for spelling.  Segmenting requires breaking down words into their 
individual phonemes.   

Example: “tap” ! is made of the phonemes ! /t/ /a/ /p/  
 
Phonological awareness 
Is the overarching auditory skill that includes phonemic awareness.  Beginning phonological 
awareness skills (that are not phonemic awareness) include the ability to segment sentences 
into words, identify and generate rhymes, and identify and generate alliteration.   
 
Phonemic awareness 
Is a subcategory of phonological awareness.  It relates specifically to the individual 
phonemes or sounds in words.  Phonemic awareness is the ability to hear, identify, and 
manipulate phonemes in words.   
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